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Introduction. In this note we consider a problem connected with

some important work of Polya [4]. We prove the following

Theorem. Let

(1) a0 + aiz + a2z2 + • • • (a0 = 1),

be a formal power series which does not reduce to a polynomial.

(i) Assume that, for every positive integer n, the zeros of

(2) Sn(z) = a0 + aiZ + a2z2 + • • • + anzn

lie in a closed half-plane, which is allowed to vary with n, but contains

the origin on its boundary.

Then

(3) | an-i\   + | an\   > 0 (n= 1,2,3. •■ ■),

and

(4) lim sup | a„|1/n2 < 1.
B—loo

It might be of interest to compare this result with the following

one, more general but less precise.

Assume that, in the above Theorem, the condition (i) is replaced by

the condition

(ii) for every n (^ 1), the zeros of S„(z) lie in the angle An defined by

dn - a/2 ^ arg z ^ dn + a/2 (0 g a < 2x).

Then the function represented by (I) is entire and of order zero:

(5) lim | a„\llnl0*n = 0.
n—loo

The latter result is contained in more general ones due to Carlson2

[l], Rosenbloom [6; 7], and Korevaar [3].

Received by the editors September 1, 1956 and, in revised form August 15, 1957.

1 This research was supported in part by a grant from the National Science

Foundation.

2 Carlson stated his results in 1924, but published no proofs until 1948 [l]. The

first published proofs are due to Weisner [o] in the special case a<ir, and to Rosen-

bloom [6] in the general case.
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If a^ir, our result3 is not only significantly sharper than (5), it is

also "best possible."

This may be seen considering the function

00

22 a~"2zn (a ^ 2).
71=0

As shown by Polya and Szego [3; p. 69, Problem 176], the zeros of

this function are all real and negative, so that, even if a = 0, (4) can-

not be improved by replacing n2 by a function of more rapid growth.

It would be interesting to know the best possible result in the case

7r<o;<2ir.

1. Inequalities between the coefficients. Let an7±0 and consider

the polynomial

Pn(z) = zn + oi | an |-i/»z»-i + a2\an |-»/«j»-» + - - ■

which by assumption, has all its roots in some half-plane bounded by

a straight line through the origin. A lemma of Szasz [8; Lemma 3,

p. 378] enables us to conclude

\an-kl    r* g max j PB(z) 1
|  Ob | ("-*>/» |z| = r

(1.1)
^ exp {r\ oB_i| | Onl-*"-1""

+3r\ | aB_i |21 an |-««-»/" +  | aB_21  | an |-<»-2>/»)}.

Taking k = n and r = 2, it is clear that (1.1) and the assumptions

ao= 1| a„5^0 imply

(1.2) | an-i\   +  | oB_2|   > 0.

As (1) is not a polynomial, (1.2) proves (3). In order to prove (4), we

put

(1.3) | an\ = e~*M (<b(n) = + oo if oB = 0).

If aB?^0, we also introduce

In=  |aB_i|2|a„|-2(»-1)/«+  \an-2\ \ an |-(-«/«.

We set, in (1.1),

1/1-1/1
r = k   I„    .

8 Korevaar [2, pp. 30-31 ] also investigated the case a ^ ir; he proved (3) and gave

an estimate sharper than (5).
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This is possible because (1.2) implies 7„>0. We find

an-k        kit -kit             /k11'2        a„-i \
r-1!-— k   In      ^ exp   —-  ^-^-— +3k) < eik,

(1.4) | «„_* |1/A | an|<*-»>«»Jk1/2

C   U»-i|     /   U1.-2I   \1/2i

Let /„ be the smallest positive integer such that

I \ a    ■ I    1 W»

II aB|("-»'»)/BJ

Clearly/„ is either 1 or 2 and in view of (1.3), the inequality (1.4)

may be rewritten as

4>(n) - d>(n - k)  ,    1    ,      ,       ,      „       D.  ^ 4>(n) - 4>(n - /„)
-+ — (log k - log 2 - 8) g -:-

(1.5) k 2 Jn

(k = 1, 2, • • • , »).

The latter inequalities are to be understood in the following sense:

to each positive integer n such that <p(n) 9^ + °°, there corresponds an

integer/„, equal to 1 or 2, such that

<t>(n - jn) ^ +  00,

and such that the inequalities (1.5) are satisfied.

2. Proof of the theorem. Let p be an integer such that

(2.1) — (\ogp- log 2- 8) > 1;

p remains fixed throughout the proof. We first take, in (1.5),

k = n ^ p <p(n) ?± + 00

and obtain

<t>(n) _ 4>(n - jn) jn

V.2.2J ->
m n — jn n — Jn

Hence, we either have

d>(n)      d>(n — 1) 1
->-1

w n—l n—l

or else
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<j>(n)      4>(n - 2) 2 1 1

n n — 2        n — 2     n—l      re—2

and therefore

4>(n)       d>(p - j)       T&i     1
(2.3) -— >    2^  -'

n p — j „=i   n — v

where j is 1 or 2 and q>(p —j) t6 + oo .

We next introduce a convenient terminology. We say that the real

sequence

(2.4) ^(»o), lK«o + 1), lK»o + 2), • • •

finite or infinite, has the property (P) if it satisfies the three follow-

ing conditions:

(i) certain elements of (2.4) may have the value + oo ; however, no two

consecutive terms are equal to + oo ;

(ii) t(no)>0, ^(no + l)>0;

(iii) if n = na+2 and ^(re) t^ + oo, one at least of the two inequalities

\f/(n)—\f/(n — l)>0, yp(n) —\j/(n — 2)>0 is satisfied.

As a consequence of these definitions, it is clear that the inequalities

«>jre+l^re0+l

imply the truth of one, at least, of the inequalities

4>(n) > $(m),        ^(n) > if/(m + 1).

Taking m = no, we see that if a sequence has the property (P), its

finite terms are necessarily positive.

We now choose an integer reo such that \4>(n) \n=nil nas the prop-

erty (P). This is possible in view of (1.2), (1.3), (2.2), and (2.3).

We next put ip(n) =4>(n) —Xre2 and, by an obvious continuity argu-

ment, choose X such that

(2.5) 0<X<l/p,

and so small that the finite sequence

(2.6) *(n„), *(»o + 1), *(»o + 2), • • • , *(no + p)

has the property (P).

If k is either p or £ + 1, (2.5) implies

in2 — (re — /B)2      re2 — (re — k)2)
(2.7) \(k-jn) = \\---—-^-- U^<1.

I Jn k )

Combining (1.5), (2.1) and (2.7), we find
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ip(n) — \p(n — k)      \{/(n) — \p(n — /„)
-<-j

k jn

which is valid for n^k, k=p, p + 1.

Hence

,. ov   +(n-jn)-+(n-k)     (1       1\
(2.8)-< I--1 \\P(n) - j(n ~jn)\.

If d>(n0+p + l)^ + oo , we may take in (2.8)

n = n0 + p + 1.

This yields

(2.9) +(n) - +(n - jn) > 0,

because (2.6) having the property (P), one of the two quantities

{<K» - jn) - i(n - p)},        {\p(n - jn) - \p(n - p - 1)},

is positive. Hence the sequence {^(n) }^„+1 has the property (P).

This enables us to use (2.8) with

n = n0 + p + 2,

and to conclude that {i[/(n)}n0=np0+2 has the property (P). An obvious

induction shows that {\j/(n) }n~na has the property (P). As this im-

plies the positivity of 4'(n), our theorem is proved.
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